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1. Introduction
/

While presenting the analysis of some two-three-and four-class
PBIB designs through latent roots and latent vectors of their C-matri-
ces, Aggarwal ([1], [2], [3]) discussed the analysis of the confounding
diallel experiments for tlie Methods (1), (3) and (4) of Grithng [5].
Some series of these.PBIB designs which can be taken as useful con
founded diallel experiments under different situations were also reported
therein. This paper contains the analysis of the confounded diallel
experiments known as the Method (2) of Griffing [5], With u inbred
lines, the [m(m+I)/2]—1 degrees of freedom for this method of Griffing,
are partitioned into three orthogonal sets of (w —1), 1 and (w+1)
(m—2)/2 degrees of freedom, said to belong to generar combining
ability {g.cM.), parents vs hybrids and specific combining ability
{s.c.a.) effects, respectively. This partitioning is done by giving
another characertization the triangular association scheme of Bose
and Shimamoto [4]. .

2. Definitions

We give another characertization of the triangular association
scheme of Bose and Shimamoto [4] as following :

Definition 2.1. Let the v=t((M + l)/2 treatments be represented by
an t/XH square array

12 ... \u

22 ... 2m .

u\ u2 .,. uu ...(2.1)
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The m(m + 1)/2 treatments of this array, can be denoted by y
(/,y = l, 2, w, ij^ji). For a treatment // (i^j)

(1) first associates are the treatments occuring in the same row
and column in which the treatment ij (iVj) occurs; and

(2) all other treatments are second associates.

For a treatment ii

(1) first associates are the treatments occuring in the same row
or column in which the treatment ii occurs and the treat

ments occuring in the diagonal positions of the array (2.1)
from the left top to the right bottom; and

(2) all other treatments and second associates.

Definition 2.2. design with the triangular association
scheme, is called a triangular design.

Let N be the incidence matrix of a connected triangular design
with the parameters v=ti b, r, Then the latent
roots 6i of NN' with their multiplicities {i~0, 1, 2) will be

eo=rk, "0=1; 3) Xi-(m-2) Ki=m;

6^=r-2 \+\, aa=(M+l) (w-2)/2, ...(2,2)

The latent roots of the C-matiix of this triangular design
with their multiplicies a,-, are given by

(f>i=r—6ilk

(/=0, 1, 2). ...(2.3)

Let there be u inbred lines. Let us consider m(w—l)/2 Fj's
and Mparents. Let these w(m+1)/2 crosses be denoted by the treat
ments ij {i,J=l, 2, u; ij=ji) of a connected triangular design with
the parameters v=w (i;-f l)/2, b, r, k, Then the (m(m4-l)/2) —1
degrees of freedom can be partitioned into three orthogonalsets of

1)^ 1, (m fl) (m—2)/2 degrees of freedom said to belong to g.c.a.,
parents vs hydrids and s.c.a., effects, respectively, as discussed in
detail in the next section.
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3. Analysis

(a) Fixed effects model

Let Yijl, the observed value of the plot in the /"th blockto which
the //th treatment is allotted, be given by

Yiii^m+tij+^i+eni,

i, _/= \, 1, u,

u=ji;

/=1,2,...,6 (3.1)

m is called the general mean, Uj is called the ijih treatment effect and
(3j is called /th block effect. Let m, tiis and Pi's be the fixed-effects.
Let etn's be normally and independently distributed with expectations

0 and variances equation (3.1) with

i<j

these assumptions is called a fixed-effects model I (see Scheffe [7],
p. 6).

Let 7...denote the total of all the observations in the experiment.
Let Tjj be the total of all the observations for the i/th treatment. Let

be the total of all the blocks in which the yth treatment occurs.
Then Qa, the adjusted treatment total is given by Tij—{llk) B*'. Let

A

tii be the least square estimate or tn the true effect or the //th
treatment.

Let

Let

P—{.Pll! P\i> •• ; PlU! Pst) '••>PiU} •••> Plu—l)u! Puv) •

'Pa; P=t,Q,t.

i<j

tii=gi+gi+Sij (3.3)
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wheregj and gj are the common genie contributions of the jth mater
nal line and the7th paternal line, gi is called the general combining
ability (g.c.a.) effect of the /th line; is the interaction between the
genie contributions of the /th maternal line andyth paternal line, Sij
is called the specific combining ability (s.c.a.) effect due to the ryth
cross.

Let us further assume

2 Ji,=0, for all/; ..(3.4)
j

Then it can easily be seen that

gi=(tilu)+ (Dtl2u^); Sii = Ui~gt-g^. ..,(3.5)

The latent vectors Xi {i=2, 3, ..., u) andj; corresponding to the
latent root of the C-matrix, form the contrasts for the g.c.a. effects
and parents vs hybrids,

respectively and the latent vectors^ (;=1, 2, ..., (j< + 1) (m—2)/2)
corresponding to the root <f>2 of the C-matrix, from the contrasts
belonging to the s.c.a. effects. These three sets of contrasts are

1-1

7=1

/=2, 3, m;

I'y= [(«-l)2)'-2A']-i-[((/(«-l)(M+l)]^;
/;'£i(/=l, 2, ...,(«+!) m-2)/2) ...(3.6)

where the vectors Zi's are orthonormal and orthogonal to the vectors
^1 s and^ It may be noted that the (n— 1) g.c.a. orthogonal contrasts
will, be g,-g^, gi+g2-2g3 gi-F.?2 + ... + g(„-j,-(M-l)^„ which
will be the same as given by_ '̂ {i=2, 3, u) in (3.6) and t' y
represents parents vs hybrids contrast. The remaining («+l) (t/-2)/2
orthogonal contrasts are said to represent s.c.a. contrasts.
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It may further be noted that the set of assumptions given in
(3.4) is different from the set of assumptions (i) ^ gi=0, and {ii)

i

2^ Sir\-Su-=0 given by Griffing ([5] p. 473). The (/i) set of as
sumptions, seems to be unrealistic and has to be assumed by Griffing

to solve the normal equations. Wedo not assuming gj=0 but

i

as it can be seen that we shall test the hypothesis ^ i?«=0. To solve
i

the normal equations, we have assumed tij=0. It may be

noted that £>=0 implies D*=0 which implies

^ ^i=0 or ^ Jii=0.
i i . .

The parents vs hybrids 1 degr ee of freedom under the set of assum-

tions (3.4), can be used to test thesignificance of gi or D* or

i

We shall, now, present the analysis. Let
U

^ £i z/. ..,(3.7)
/=2 ,-=2

. Then a solution of the reduced normal equations will be given
by

A

' (Qi.+QMu-l),
/ ?,7= 1, 2, ..., m; i<y; ...(3.8)

i 'Ij 2, •••) w.

Following Aggarwal [1], the sum of squares pertaining to the
g.c.a., parents vs hybrids and s.c.a. degrees of freedom will be given
as in the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.1. In a connected triangular design, the sum of
squares due to g.c.a., effects parents vs hybrids and s.c.a. effectselimi
nating block effects, are (l/0i) g' Ai Q, (1/</.!) A2 Q and (l/i^s)

63' A Q, respectively.

The Anova table giving the sum of squares (5* S.) due to the
various effects and their expected mean squares is given in Table 3.1.

/

The equality of gt's is tested by comparing Mg with the erroi
mean square Me- TheF-ratio provides a test for the signifi
cance of parents vs hybrids contrast or

S Sii or S g, or S tu.

The signification of Jf/s can be tested approximately as suggested in
scheffe ([7], p. 247-48).

The least square estimates of the various parameters are given
as follows:

A A '

gi'^iQilu /V ^1), Sij=tii—gi—gi •••(3.9)
and

i

Vigi-g)=-2 (u—\) <}>i, i¥'j- ...(3.10)

The variances of elementary contrasts of su's are slightly
complicated in form and can be found out from the well known
result

F(/'0=a^ /'C _/ =o=_/' ((l/.^i) (^i+ ^2)-f(l/02) A,)_l
...(3.11)

where /' t is some estimable contrast. It can be seen that the S.S. due
to the three types of contrasts given by (3.6), will be

(2'i ty > 1—2, 3, ..., M

i=l, 2, ...,(«-!-1)(«-^2)/2. ...(3.12)

The usual test procedure is followed to test the significance of
these contrasts. Further, it may be noted that all the elementary
contrasts pertaining to g.c.a. effects areestimable with equal precision,
whereas elementary contrasts pertaining to s c.a. effccts, are not



TABLE 3.1.

Anova Table

Source df. SS. M.S. E{M.S.) Fixed-effects model E(M.S.) mixed-effects modle

Blocks ignoring (6—1) — —
treatments

Treatments
liminating blocks

. rx. ^2 „^Q
g.c.a. («-l) [2^Q^, -((O )V«)]/("-l) 01 Mg o2+"2 01 01 CT^ /(H-1)

B
+2(h + 1) [2(«-1)

0l/("+ljH0j /«2 0i]<t
îS"

Parents vs Hybrids 1 («+l) (dQ)2/« («-l) ti2 +(/0i (Ds)2/(«+]) („_i) <j2+2(«+I) [2(h-])
0i/(« +1)H05 /«2 0i]a^

Ms oH202 («+l) o2 + 202 /(«+ l)

+ 02
if

s c.a.

Error

Total

(h-2)/2 /</

-[ .-gJ^ +(£'̂ )2]/(«-1)]/02

v(r—1) By substraction
-6 + 1

y-1 2SS Yt.^-Y»...lrv

n' in E(.M.S.) for s.c.a. is a function of u, Xj, /o, /t only.

(„+!)+„* (Ds)2+4 02
2 fi-j •,/(«+1) («-2)
r,2

8
Z

G
Z
2
2
o

>
r
r
ra
r

m

M

tIJ

z

s
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estimable with equal precision. The relative loss of information on
each of the partially confounded degree of freedom can be worked
out as suggested by Aggarwal [2].

For the series of triangular designs (See Raghavarao [6], p. 154)
with the parameters

(m+1)/2, b=u {u-D, r=(H-2), A:=(m+1)/2,

...(3.13)

the (m—1) degrees of freedom pertaining to ^.c.a. effects and one
degree of freedom pertaining to parents vs hybrids is not confounded
whereas the relative loss of information on each of the (m+1) («—2)/2
partially confounded degrees of freedom pertaining to s.c.a. effects is
2 {ii-l)l(u—2) (Mfl). For the series of triangular designs (See
Raghavarao [6], p.'152) with the parameters

v=u {u f l)/2, i>=(i(T-l), r=2, k=u, Xi = l, ^2=0 ...(3.14)

the relative loss of information on the partially confouned (h—1)
degree of freedom pertaining to g.c.a. effects and the one degree of
freedom pertaining to parents vs hybrids is (m —1)/2h. The j.c.a.
effects are left unconfounded.

{b} Mixed effects model

Let us again consider the relations given in (3.1) and (3.3). Let
m, Pi's be taken as fixed effects. Let g^/s, j<,'s and em's be normally
and independently distributed with expectations 0 and variances

2 2a , a^ and a®, respectively. Further let these random variables be
pairwise uncorielated. That is cov {gi, Si,)=;Q, cov {gi, en /) = 0 and
cov {sij, /)= 0, foi all i,j, I. The observational set up given in (3.1)
and (3.3) with these assumptions, is called a mixed-effects model (See
Scheffe [7],'p. 6). The expectations of the various mean square under
a mixed-effects model are also given in the table 3.1. For testing the

2
significance of o- , the F-ratio is used and for testing the

S
2

significance of c the ratio Mj,nlMe is used and usual test procedure
s

2 2
is followed. The estimates of , o-^ and can, easily, be worked
out from the Anova Table 3,1.
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4. Illustration

Let us consider a triangular design with the parameters

=0

73

v=6, b=4, r-^2, X,= l,

and with the triangular association scheme

11 12 13

12 22 23 .

13 23 33

...(3.15)

Let us assume an intrablock model. Let the 4 blocks of this
triangular design (yields given within brackets) be as following :

(11(7), 22(10), 33(11)), (11(9), 12(14), 13(16)),
(22(11), 12(13), 23(17)), (33(13), 13(18), 23(20)). ...(3.16)

Then the matrix (Qa) will be

-6.33 0.33 4.00

0.33 -2.00 6.33 . ...(3.17)

4.00 6.33 -2.33

The anova is given Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2

Anova Table

Source d.f. S.S. M.S. F-ratio

Blocks ignoring treatments 3 88.9200 — —

g.c.a. •2 19,4389 9.7195 26.18*

Parents vs hybrids 1 56.8178 56.8178 158.79*»

s.c.a.
\

2 2.0000 1.0000 2.79

Error 3 1.0733 0.3576

Total

f

11 168.2500

From the anova Table 3.2. it may be observed that the
g.c.a. effects are significantly different at 5/j.c. level of significance
^nd parents ys hybrids contrast is also significant at 1 p.c. level of
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significance. The least square estimates of g^, and ^3 are —0.94,
0.64-, and 1.56, respectively. CD. for the g.c.a. effects at 5 percent
level of significance is 1.08.

Summary

In this paper, analysis of the confounded diallel experiments for
the Method (2) GrifSing'[5] is presented. With u imbred lines, the
(m (m+1)/2)—1 degrees of freedom for this method of GrifiBng, are
partitioned into three orthogonal sets of (w—1), 1 and (u+l)(u—2)/2
degrees of freedom, ,said to belong to general combining ability
(g.c.a.) parents vs hybrids and specific combining ability (s.c a.)
effects, respectively.
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